Edmac Premium Lubricants
At Edmac, we understand how important oil is to your business. It’s like
the oxygen supply for industrial equipment, critical to its longevity and
working performance. It’s also the last thing many companies want to
change or meddle with; if it isn’t broke then don’t fix it. We understand
and respect that, but we would welcome the chance to prove to you the
Edmac difference.
In all our product categories we also offer different variants. Depending on
the temperature and service intervals we have a good, better, best range in
all of our products. There is no such thing as a one size fits all.

Product Development
Edmac lubricants have been designed specifically for the applications they
serve. Rather than utilize a “catch-all” fluid that is often found in the market,
all Edmac fluids are formulated, lab-tested and ultimately field-tested in
each application to maximize protection and performance.
Liqgold Compressor Oil is a true OEM equivalent silicone compressor
lubricant for 24KT, while other companies have not been able to duplicate
the original 24KT.
Coolant 32 and Coolant 46 are of the same chemical formulation as Sullair
Sullube and Ingersoll Rand Ultra Coolant and are an excellent alternative
without compromising fluid quality.

FEATURES
Features

High Viscosity Index				
Wide Operating Temperature Range
Excellent Oxidation Stability		
Low Volatility					
Premium Anti-Wear Additives		
Low Coefficient of Friction			
Long Fluid Life				

Benefits

Better lubrication and longer equipment life
Operational flexibility and improved safety
Extended fluid life in high temperature applications
Reduced oil consumption and carryover
Leading to increased equipment life
Increased energy savings and lower sound levels
Extended drain intervals and lower maintenance costs

Private Branding

For qualified customers, Edmac actively encourages the private labeling of all
our standard product lines. Our private label program will help create and
maintain your brand awareness and build a sense of identity which is designed
to lead to increased, repeat sales.
We consider our private label program to be a partnership. The
packaging and marketing is designed to ensure that your
customers come back to you for their oil needs
every time.

Premium Lubricants




ISO 9001 Manufacturing
True OEM Equivalents
Solutions For All Applications
True PAG & PAG
Replacement

